**EXPLOITATION**

A fertile soil for exploitation is the average American right now. He is faced with a situation which is, to him, novel and baffling—how to make a living—and which appears to defy solution, or at least to invite many opposing solutions.

This sort of perplexity is what keeps agitators alive. Any plan superficially plausible and offered persuasively enough will be accepted by college students and the undesirable ones of industry. Agitation must by college students and the undesirable ones of industry. Agitation must.

The aim of regimenting youth against war. Any plan superficially plausible and offered persuasively enough will be accepted by college students and the undesirable ones of industry. Agitation must.

The Federal Government, and local governments, must cast as many as possible by requiring that all work done by them or submitted to them be stated in the standard system of units. This would install the standard system in a very large body of workers.

A beginning must be made sometime, and now is as good as any.

**HABIT OF THINKING**

"Eminent educators are vanishing," declared one of Boston's best newspaper editorial writers recently. In explanation he added that nowadays few of the men who are strong candidates for academic positions are trained in the humanities; rather are they distinguished for their work in some narrow field, generally scientific or technical.

This fosters an impersonal outlook on life which renders the easy handling of men and their thoughts. The finest scientific men can cope with problems which have a tangible background; those trained in the social sciences can cope with the abstract, individual problems; but a man with a routine outlook can rarely guide the thinking of many men with his complex of individual and collective difficulties.

At the same time there appeared in the Harvard Crimson, a news item stating that a more intensive effort will be made to broaden the fields of study of the liberal arts undergraduates. To the Tech undergraduates this widening of already broad fields would seem a scattering of valuable study material. Each year the number of contestants has increased, over forty being enrolled last year. This year's plans have not been announced yet.
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